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Abstract

Multicomponent atomic clusters (i.e. nanoalloys) are currently a subject of intense interest

because their properties can be tuned by adjusting the cluster size and composition. Previous

work has demonstrated the sensitivity of cluster structure and melting temperature to the

presence of a single dopant atom. This thesis theoretically examines the effect of a single

dopant on the solid-solid transitions of LJ clusters characterised by a double-funnel energy

landscape. The incorporation of a dopant atom into LJ38 or LJ31 offers a tunable change in

the transition temperature between two competing solid states by influencing the potential

energy and vibrational entropy of low-lying minima. A two-state approximation is utilised

to calculate the solid-solid transition temperatures and is shown to agree with trends in heat

capacity features even when only one minimum is used to describe each solid state. The

observed sensitivity of preferred cluster geometry to a single dopant and resulting trends in

solid-solid transition temperature provide a theoretical precursor for the structural control

of solid-state nanoalloys.
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Table of abbreviations

Abbreviation Definition

fcc face-centred cubic
HSA harmonic superposition approximation
icos icosahedral
Ino-dodec Ino-dodecahedral
LJ Lennard-Jones
LJN the Lennard-Jones cluster containing N atoms
LJ(i)N the ith lowest minimum of homogeneous LJN
MD molecular dynamics
PES potential energy surface
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Glossary of selected† symbols

Symbol Definition

A, B binary LJ atom type
a local minimum
α, β set of minima associated with a state
ε LJ ‘stickiness’ parameter
F free energy
i, j minimum index
N number of atoms
Nnn number of nearest neighbours
σ LJ size parameter
Tss solid-solid transition temperature
V potential energy
Vstrain strain energy
Z partition function
Ω classical density of states

†The symbols enumerated in the glossary are limited to those used in the text without restatement of
context or meaning.
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1 | Introduction

1.1 Nanoalloys

Bimetallic nanoparticles, or nanoalloys, have been the subject of recent research in ma-

terials science, chemistry, biology, and medicine due to their structural and catalytic

properties.1–9 Nanoalloy catalysts, for example, have been shown to resist deactivation,

which is observed in the pure alloy constituents.3,4 The properties of nanoalloys can be

programmed not only by adjusting their size, as with homogeneous metallic clusters,

but also by modifying their composition. The past decade has seen many theoretical

investigations of nanoalloys and their properties, which can inform the understanding

of more complex physical systems.8,10–26 The nature of phase transitions in nanoalloys

has been one such property of interest, and several studies have demonstrated the

effects of nanoalloy composition on the melting temperature of a nanocluster. Homo-

geneous nanocluster melting temperatures have been shown to both decrease16,20,22,27

and increase13,21,22,24 due to changes in the amount or type of dopant atoms. Both

Lyalin et al.27 and Mottet et al.13 have demonstrated that exchange of a single atom

in a homogeneous cluster for a dopant atom of different identity is sufficient to lower

or raise the melting temperature of the cluster, respectively. The incorporation of a

single dopant atom into a nanocluster has also been shown to change its solid-state

structure.11,18

In order to understand and predict the phase transition behaviour and other ther-

modynamic properties of nanoalloys, the minimum energy structure must be identi-

fied. Locating low-lying minima is more difficult for binary systems than for their

homogeneous counterparts due in part to the complication of compositional order-

ing, i.e. the existence of multiple structures with nearly identical geometric motifs
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1.2. The LJ potential

but different arrangements of component atoms, which are called homotops10 or

permutation-inversion isomers. The lowest energy structure of a binary cluster is ul-

timately determined by several competing effects such as the relative bond strengths

of the atom types, size and surface tension mismatches, or energetic penalties due

to deviations from equilibrium interatomic distances.17 Nanocluster structures are

often different from those that characterise the corresponding bulk metals and al-

loys, and can exhibit geometric morphologies that are prohibited by crystallographic

translational-symmetry rules such as icosahedral and decahedral motifs with fivefold

symmetry axes.28

In this thesis, the binary Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential29 has been chosen to study

finite-system analogues of solid-solid phase transitions in binary nanoclusters. Solid-

solid transitions of homogeneous LJ systems have been described in detail30–41 (see

Section 1.2.2), but the solid-solid transitions of binary systems are not well docu-

mented or understood for LJ or higher levels of theory. This study aims to provide

initial results that can be extended to more intricate theoretical models and physical

systems.

1.2 The LJ potential

The model for the pair potential between two atoms i and j proposed by Gustav Mie

in 190342 is

Φij(rij) =

Ç
n

n−m

åÅ n
m

ãm/(n−m)

ε

( σ

rij

)n
−
(
σ

rij

)m , (1.1)

where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, n and m are constants, ε is the pair

well depth and σ is the equilibrium pair separation. The Lennard-Jones model29 is

an evaluation of the Mie potential at n = 12 and m = 6. The total Lennard-Jones

potential VLJ for a system of identical atoms is given by Equation (1.2), where 21/6σ

is the equilibrium pair separation:

VLJ = 4ε
∑
i<j

( σ

rij

)12

−
(
σ

rij

)6
 . (1.2)

The LJ potential remains in widespread use today due to its mathematical simplic-
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1.2. The LJ potential

ity and computational amenability. The LJ potential was utilised in computational

investigations as early as 1954 by Rosenbluth and Rosenbluth43 for two-dimensional

systems during the development of the Monte Carlo method.44 Three-dimensional sys-

tems of atoms interacting in pairs according to the LJ potential were later reported

by Wood and Parker for N = 32 and 108 atoms.45 As computational power and

global optimisation algorithms improved, likely candidates for the global minima of

LJN clusters through N = 309 were identified by many different groups over nearly

three decades.31,46–65 It was found that most small (N . 100) LJ clusters have global

minimum geometries based on Mackay66 icosahedra.31,50,54 Some important excep-

tions exist where LJ clusters have global minima that are not icosahedral. The global

minimum of LJ38 is a truncated octahedron with face-centred cubic (fcc) packing;57,58

the global minima of LJ75−77 and LJ102−104 are based on Marks’67 decahedra;58,59 and

the global minimum of LJ98 is a Leary tetrahedron.65

1.2.1 Melting of LJ clusters

Early research on small LJ clusters sought to calculate minimum energy structures,

i.e. the structures stable at absolute zero.68,69 Subsequent studies used molecular dy-

namics (MD)70–73 and Monte Carlo30,74–77 calculations to explore cluster geometries

beyond 0 K, which led to the identification of finite-system analogues of solid-liquid

and liquid-gas phase transitions. Investigation of phase transitions in small clus-

ters continued,78–83 though the nature of the solid-liquid transition and the shape of

the caloric curve at the transition were not agreed upon. Labastie and Whetten84

attributed these inconsistencies in predicted properties to differences in the thermo-

dynamic ensembles used to model the clusters. The authors went on to demonstrate

that the melting of a cluster can be defined independent of the ensemble considera-

tions using the classical density of states Ω(E). Subsequent studies85 used statistical

thermodynamics to explore the phase transitions of clusters and construct phase dia-

grams.

1.2.2 Solid-solid transitions of LJ clusters

The treatment of small LJ clusters with MD and Monte Carlo methods to explore

nonzero temperature structures exposed solid-solid transitions prior to melting. Early

3



1.2. The LJ potential

evidence of solid-solid transitions was reported by Kaelberer and Etters,76 who com-

mented briefly on a ‘structural transition’ between isomeric forms of clusters con-

taining seven or more atoms. Nauchitel and Pertsin further investigated solid-state

transitions in their Monte Carlo study,30 where they demonstrated a change in the

free energy global minimum of LJ55 from icosahedral to fcc by decreasing the aver-

age radial density of the system. Since the potential energy global minimum struc-

ture remained the icosahedral version of LJ55, Nauchitel attributed the change in the

free energy global minimum to entropic effects. Later,31 Wales and Doye expanded

upon the free energy/potential energy global minimum discrepancy when they noted

computational difficulty in locating rare non-icosahedral global minimum structures.

Wales attributed this difficulty to the fact that the free energy global minima of these

exceptional clusters correspond to the potential energy global minima only at low

temperatures well below the melting point. One such cluster is LJ38, which under-

goes a solid-solid transition from its fcc global minimum to an incomplete icosahedral

structure at approximately two-thirds of the melting temperature.32,33,41

Developments in Monte Carlo methods, especially the parallel tempering tech-

nique,86–88 improved the sampling of larger regions of phase space, thereby facilitating

further study of solid-solid transitions in small clusters such as LJ31,34,37 LJ38,35,36,38,39

and LJ75.40 The advantage of these computionally demanding methods was assessed

by Sharapov and Mandelshtam,41 who compared heat capacity results generated from

sophisticated Monte Carlo methods with results from alternative calculations using

the harmonic superposition approximation (HSA),68,89–92 which involves a much sim-

pler analysis (see Section 2.1). Sharapov and Mandelshtam concluded that the less

intricate HSA approach provides an accurate estimate for the heat capacity around

the low-temperature solid-solid transitions of small clusters.

1.2.3 Binary LJ clusters

The LJ model can be expanded to describe binary systems, i.e. systems with two

atom types, by Equation (1.3), where α and β are the atom types of atoms i and j,

respectively, and (α, β) ∈ (A,B). As with homogeneous LJ systems, binary LJ sys-

tems were studied using both Monte Carlo93–95 and MD96 methods, or a combination

of both.97,98 Later work99–103 used more advanced Monte Carlo techniques, such as
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1.2. The LJ potential

parallel tempering or jump-walking.104

VBLJ = 4
∑
i<j

εαβ

(σαβ
rij

)12

−
(
σαβ
rij

)6
 (1.3)

Minimum energy cluster geometries were investigated in the context of the relative size

(σBB/σAA) and ‘stickiness’ (εBB/εAA) of the two atom types. Garzón et al.96 examined

13-atom binary LJ systems and noted that a smaller atom type prefers to occupy

the central position of the icosahedral structure; this result was later confirmed by

Bytheway and Kepert,105 Frantz,99 and Munro et al.106

The changes in the phase transitions of binary clusters relative to their homoge-

neous counterparts were also studied.14,94,95,99,100,103,107 Lopez and Freeman95 were the

first to report ‘anomalies’ in the heat capacity curve of some binary systems well below

the melting temperature, which they likened to the disordering transitions observed

in bulk alloys. These small peaks were later attributed by Frantz99 to the effects of

permutation-inversion isomers. Permutation-inversion isomers were further investi-

gated by Sabo et al.,101 who demonstrated that by tuning the size and ‘stickiness’

parameters of binary LJ7, the lowest total energy structure could be selected from

one of three possible geometries. In a subsequent paper,102 Sabo et al. went on to

show that by incorporating selected impurity atoms into LJ13, it is possible to stabilise

binary structures characteristic of higher-energy homogeneous configurations. Calvo

and Yurtsever14 showed that binary LJ38 clusters with atoms of type A ≈ krypton

and B ≈ xenon further stabilise the octahedral global minimum geometry of homoge-

neous LJ38, while binary clusters with atom types A ≈ argon and B ≈ xenon favour

polytetrahedral geometries over the octahedral structure.

Both Sabo et al.103 and Quesada and Moyano107 observed shifts in phase transition

temperatures resulting from the incorporation of a second type of atom into an LJ

cluster. Sabo et al. observed that replacing some type A atoms in LJ13 with less

‘sticky’ type B atoms (εBB/εAA < 1) resulted in a decrease in melting temperature

relative to that of the homogeneous cluster, and an increase in the temperature of

the small solid-solid peak as the number of less ‘sticky’ impurities increased. Quesada

and Moyano investigated the effect of a single impurity on the melting of LJ clusters,

reporting that the incorporation of one dopant atom can noticeably decrease the
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1.3. Overview

melting temperature of clusters containing fewer than 100 total atoms.

1.3 Overview

The work presented in this thesis aims to describe and explain how the low tem-

perature solid-solid transitions observed in small atomic clusters, namely LJ38 and

LJ31, can be manipulated. The exchange of a standard atom for a larger or smaller

dopant atom affects the relative stabilities of the low-lying minima, and the solid-solid

transition of the new binary cluster correspondingly adjusts to the impurity-induced

changes. Trends in the cluster solid-solid transition temperature are monitored by

a two-state approximation where each state is defined using appropriate lumping

criteria.

Chapter 2 discusses the harmonic superposition approximation (HSA) and two-

state approximation utilised in thermodynamic analysis. Chapter 3 describes dopant

effects on the solid-solid transition of LJ38 between fcc and incomplete icosahedral

morphologies in the context of potential energy effects. Chapter 4 describes dopant

effects on the solid-solid transition of LJ31 between two structures based on the same

icosahedral core but with different overlayers, and addresses the utility of the two-state

approximation.

The results show that the incorporation of a single impurity into LJ38 or LJ31,

modelled by adjusting a single parameter in the potential, offers control over the solid-

solid transitions present in these clusters. The sensitivity of the preferred geometry to

a single dopant provides a theoretical precursor for the structural control of solid-state

materials, which is briefly explored in Chapter 5.
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2 | Methods

2.1 The harmonic superposition approximation

2.1.1 The superposition approach

Thermodynamic properties such as heat capacity can be inferred from the potential

energy surface (PES) of sufficiently low-energy systems using the harmonic superpo-

sition approximation (HSA).68,89–92 The superposition component of the HSA defines

the configurational part of the phase space integral in terms of the contribution from

the catchment basin of each geometrically distinct local minimum on the PES. The

density of states Ω(E) is written as

Ω(E) =
∑
a

Ωa(E), (2.1)

where Ωa is the density of states for the catchment basin of minimum a. Since the min-

ima are geometrically distinct, Ωa must include a factor na to account for permutation-

inversion isomers.108,109 For a system with NA atoms of element A, etc., and point

group order oa, na = 2NA!NB!NC! · · · /oa.
To determine the contribution of some regionA of configuration space to an observ-

able thermodynamic property, the sum in Equation (2.1) is restricted to the minima

only in that region.110 The probability of finding the system in region A is given by

Equation (2.2) for the microcanonical density of states:

PA(E) =
1

Ω(E)

∑
a∈A

Ωa(E). (2.2)
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2.1. The harmonic superposition approximation

2.1.2 The harmonic approximation

In principle, the classical density of states Ω(E) provides all the information necessary

to calculate thermodynamic properties of a system.108,109 For greater efficiency, the

harmonic method approximates the classical density of states in Equation (2.1) as

Ωa(E) ≈ ‹Ωa(E) =
na(E − Va)
Γ(κ)(hνa)κ

. (2.3)

For a system with N particles and 3N − 6 = κ degrees of freedom, ‹Ω(E) =
∑
Va<E

‹Ωa,

where each geometrically distinct minimum a has potential energy Va < E and ge-

ometric mean vibrational frequency νa. The symmetry factor na is the same as in

Section 2.1.1, h is Planck’s constant and 1/hκ is included to maintain agreement with

the classical limit of quantum statistical mechanics.108,109 Taking the Laplace trans-

form of ‹Ω with respect to E yields an approximation to the vibrational partition

function Zvib(T ) in the canonical ensemble, where T is the temperature and kB is the

Boltzmann constant:

‹Zvib(T ) =
∑
a
nae

−Va/kBT

Ç
kBT

hνa

åκ
. (2.4)

The HSA has been shown to produce useful results at lower temperatures68,89,108

and continues to be used instead of more complicated methods.41,111 A full deriva-

tion of the harmonic approximation (i.e. Equations (2.3) and (2.4)) is provided in

Appendix A.

2.1.3 Thermodynamic properties

The average total energy for the canonical ensemble under the HSA is given by

〈E〉 = κkBT +
1‹Zvib(T )

∑
a

nae
−Va/kBTVa

(hνa/kBT )κ
. (2.5)

(∂〈E〉/∂T )V gives the constant volume heat capacity, which is useful for the detection

of phase transitions. The heat capacity for the canonical ensemble at constant volume

is thus obtained from Equation (2.5):

8



2.1. The harmonic superposition approximation

C(T )vib = κkB −
‹Z1,vib(T )2

kBT 2‹Z0,vib(T )2
+

‹Z2,vib(T )

kBT 2‹Z0,vib(T )
, (2.6)

where

‹Zp,vib(T ) =
∑
a
na(Va)

pe−Va/kBT

Ç
kBT

hνa

åκ
. (2.7)

Features of interest, such as the solid-solid transition temperature (Tss) of a sys-

tem, can be identified by inspection of the heat capacity curve generated from Equa-

tion (2.6). Tss can also be calculated numerically by adapting Equation (2.4) to

describe the free energy of a given solid state. Under the HSA, the local (Helmholtz)

free energy of minimum i is defined as

fi(T ) = −kBT ln z̃i(T ) = Vi + kBT ln oiν̄
κ
i + h(T ), (2.8)

where z̃i is the contribution of minimum i to the (vibrational) canonical partition

function, Vi is the potential energy of minimum i, oi is the point group order, ν̄i is

the geometric mean vibrational frequency, 3N − 6 = κ is the number of vibrational

degrees of freedom and h(T ) is a temperature dependent function that is independent

of i.

To extend Equation (2.8) from a single minimum i to a set of minima α associated

with a particular state or phase, the partition functions for all minima i ∈ α must be

summed:

‹Zα(T ) =
∑
i∈α

z̃i(T ). (2.9)

The corresponding lumped free energy112 for α can be written as

Fα(T ) = −kBT ln ‹Zα(T ) = Vmα + kBT ln
omα ν̄

κ
mα

1 + ζα(T )
+H(T ), (2.10)

where ‹Zα represents the statistical weight of α (its lumped partition function), mα

identifies the lowest-energy minimum in α, and

ζα =
∑

i∈α\mα
z̃i(T )/z̃mα(T ). (2.11)
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2.2. Minima databases

If there is a thermally-driven transition between two distinct solid states α and

β, then the corresponding lumped local free energies will be equal at the transition

temperature Tss. In other words, Tss is identified by

Fα − Fβ = Vmα − Vmβ + kBTss ln

omα ν̄κmα
omβ ν̄

κ
mβ

1 + ζβ(Tss)

1 + ζα(Tss)

 = 0. (2.12)

Since Equation (2.12) is not analytically straightforward, Tss is calculated numerically

by locating the root of Fα − Fβ. If a positive solution to Equation (2.12) does not

exist, this result indicates the absence of a thermally-driven transition between α and

β.

2.2 Minima databases

The HSA requires a representative sample of local minima from which the potential

energies, vibrational frequencies, and point group orders can be inferred. The global

minimum and other low-lying minima are necessary for accurate analysis because they

are weighted heavily in the partition function (see Equation (2.4)). In the limit of

zero temperature, the global minimum dictates all thermodynamics, and it remains

particularly important at low temperatures. The absence of any one low-lying mini-

mum can affect the accuracy of properties generated from ‹Z, such as the heat capacity

curve and phase transition temperatures.

In the present study, two different protocols based on the basin-hopping algo-

rithm31,109 were used for global optimisation of binary LJ systems. Initial databases

of minima for LJ38 and LJ31 were determined for each homogeneous cluster using

basin-hopping. Heat capacity curves for LJ38 were found to converge using a database

containing approximately 1000 minima, so the 1000 lowest homogeneous minima of

the relevant system were chosen for analysis (except where otherwise noted). To pro-

duce the first type of database for corresponding binary LJ systems, the permutation-

inversion isomers of the previously identified 1000 lowest minima were enumerated for

each set of LJ parameters, which yielded about 35,000 minima for each binary LJ38

system and 28,000 minima for each binary LJ31 system. A second type of database

for each binary system was generated by performing global optimisation on binary

10



2.2. Minima databases

structures using basin-hopping.

The exhaustive enumeration of permutation-inversion isomers of the homogeneous

minima (first protocol) yielded results consistent with the use of similarly-sized data-

bases generated by performing global optimisation on binary structures from the out-

set (second protocol). This consistency check provides evidence that all important,

low-lying minima are found in both types of databases. The exhaustive approach

was selected for analysis of binary LJ clusters because of its firmer connection to the

homogeneous system.
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3 | LJ38

The 38-atom Lennard-Jones cluster (LJ38) features an fcc global minimum and un-

dergoes a solid-solid transition to an incomplete icosahedral structure before melting.

This solid-solid transition is sensitive to the relative stabilities of the low-lying minima.

A single atom in the LJ38 cluster can be exchanged for a new atom (NA = 1, NB = 37)

that differs from the B atoms only in the value of its size parameter (σAB). The in-

corporation of a larger or smaller dopant into the cluster changes the energies of

the minima and systematically affects the solid-solid transition. By choosing small

perturbations in the dopant size parameter, a decrease in the solid-solid transition

temperature of LJ38 can be attained.

3.1 The solid-solid transition

LJ38 is characterised by a double-funnel energy landscape, where the fcc global mini-

mum has a different morphology from the other low-lying minima, which are based on

incomplete icosahedra (Figure 3.1).32,33,113,114 The global minimum of LJ38 is a trun-

cated octahedron (point group Oh) with fcc packing.57,58 This structure is uncommon

among small LJ clusters, most of which have global minima based on Mackay66 icosa-

hedra.31,50,54 The LJ38 cluster undergoes a solid-solid transition from the fcc to the

incomplete icosahedral geometry, which manifests as a feature in the heat capacity

preceding the more pronounced melting peak (Figure 3.2).32,35,36,41,111,113,114 Previous

studies32,33,41 have reported a transition temperature of kBTss/ε ≈ 0.12, which corre-

sponds to about 14 K using the Rowley, Nicholson and Parsonage parameter set for

argon.115

The temperature of the LJ38 solid-solid transition between the fcc and icosahedral

states was calculated by Equation (2.12) to be kBTss/ε = 0.120 using a database of
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3.1. The solid-solid transition A Double-Funnel System: LJ38
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truncated octahedral morphologies. The interconversion rate for Ar38 is cal-

culated as 55 s−1 at 14 K where a solid-solid transition occurs.
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Figure 3.1: A disconnectivity graph116,117 for representative minima of the homogeneous LJ38
cluster.118 A disconnectivity graph shows which minima are connected using pathways that lie below
a series of energy thresholds.118 The lowest energy minima corresponding to the icosahedral (grey)
and fcc (red) funnels are shown.
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Figure 3.2: Constant volume heat capacity for homogeneous LJ38. The larger peak at kBT/ε ≈ 0.18
represents the melting transition and the smaller shoulder represents the solid-solid transition. The
dotted line at kBT/ε = 0.120 indicates Tss according to Equation (2.12).
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3.2. Dopant effects on the solid-solid transition

the 1000 lowest minima of homogeneous LJ38 (see Section 2.2). The global minimum

was chosen as the only minimum to represent the fcc state, and the remaining 999

minima contributed to the icosahedral state.a

3.2 Dopant effects on the solid-solid transition

In the present analysis a standard atom in the LJ38 cluster is exchanged for a single

impurity (NA = 1, NB = 37) that differs only in its relative size (σAB is varied;

σAA = σBB = 1; εAA = εAB = εBB = 1). Only small changes in dopant size are

considered (0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05) because dopant atoms with greater size differences

perturb the geometries of the homogeneous minima significantly, such that the lowest-

lying binary minima no longer resemble the lowest-lying homogeneous minima. Tss was

calculated for the binary clusters as described in Section 3.1 for homogeneous LJ38

using permutation-inversion isomers generated from the database of homogeneous

minima (see Section 2.2). The results show that the incorporation of a dopant atom

into LJ38 offers a tunable decrease of the solid-solid transition temperature between the

fcc and higher-energy icosahedral structures within the regions where the fcc structure

remains the global minimum (0.98 . σAB ≤ 1.05) (Figure 3.3). For 0.95 ≤ σAB .

0.98, an incomplete icosahedral geometry becomes the global minimum and there is

no signature of a solid-solid transition in the heat capacity before melting.

3.2.1 Vibrational entropy contribution

Tss depends on the free energies of the fcc and icosahedral states of the LJ38 system

(see Equation (2.12)). For a given minimum i, the potential energy Vi and an entropic

contribution determine the free energy (Equation (2.8)). The entropic contribution

to the free energy Fα in Equation (2.10) from a single minimum i ∈ α is kBT ln oiν̄κi ,

where the point group order oi encodes the landscape entropy and ν̄i, which represents

the basin entropy, is the geometric mean vibrational frequency of minimum i for

3N − 6 = κ vibrational degrees of freedom.109 For this analysis the translational

and rotational contributions were shown to be unimportant and are systematically

aThe use of an order parameter to distinguish higher energy minima that might belong in the fcc funnel
was investigated, but produced no significant change in the result. All 1000 minima were used to generate
Tss, but only the 9 lowest minima are required to achieve accuracy to three significant figures.
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Figure 3.3: The solid-solid transition temperature of LJ38 as a function of the dopant size parameter
σAB . The red and blue curve shows the true results, and the yellow and green curve shows the results
when the vibrational frequencies are set to a constant value. For σAB < 1.00 (yellow and red), the
lowest-lying structures feature the dopant atom on the interior of the cluster. For σAB > 1.00 (green
and blue), the lowest-lying structures feature the dopant atom on the exterior of the cluster.

neglected.

To assess the effect of the basin entropy on the free energies that determine Tss, all

values of Tss were recalculated without the vibrational contributions. This analysis was

achieved by replacing the actual value of ln ν̄κi with a nonzero constant before calcu-

lating the lumped partition functions for states α ≡ fcc and β ≡ icos (Equation (2.9))

and solving Equation (2.12) for Tss. The point group order oi, which corresponds to

the landscape entropy, was retained in this analysis.b

The original and basin entropy controlled results are presented in Figure 3.3, which

shows that removing the basin entropy component from the analysis results in an

offset of the Tss values, but does not change the shape of the curve. The positive

offset occurs because the less stable icosahedral structures have softer modes (lower

ln ν̄κi ) than the fcc structures.32,33,35,36 When the vibrational frequencies are set to a

constant, a higher temperature is needed to stabilise the icosahedral structures because

the entropic favourability of the transition is reduced. Since the Tss curve shape does

not depend on the vibrational frequency component of Fα, conclusions drawn from

potential energy alone dominate the overall free energy analysis.

bSetting all the point group orders equal to 1 produces a small, positive offset of the true curve in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: The potential energy V of the three permutation-inversion isomers of LJ(1)38 for dopant
size parameters 0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05, where σAB = 1.00 represents the homogeneous structure.

3.3 Potential energy analysis

3.3.1 Nearest neighbour effects

The introduction of a dopant atom into LJ38 affects the relative energies of minima

in the fcc and icosahedral funnels, and it has been demonstrated in Section 3.2.1 that

this relationship determines Tss (see Equation (2.12)). The low-lying minima energies

are impacted in different ways depending on the local environment of the dopant

atom, which is characterised by the number and arrangement of atoms surrounding

the dopant. For the octahedral global minimum of homogeneous LJ38 (LJ(1)38 ), every

atom is located within an fcc packing environment. There are three unique dopant

positions, which differ only in the number of neighbours, Nnn, within a threshold

distance of the dopant atom. Figure 3.4 shows the potential energies of the three

binary LJ(1)38 structures.

The potential energy of a binary LJ(1)38 minimum is more sensitive to the size of

the dopant atom when Nnn is larger. This trend in sensitivity results from the effect

of the dopant atom on the distances of its nearest neighbours. When the size of a

dopant atom causes a nearest neighbour distance to deviate from the equilibrium pair

distance, an energetic penalty Vstrain is incurred.119,120 In an fcc dopant environment,

Vstrain for a given dopant size increases as Nnn increases, so the fcc structures with
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Figure 3.5: The potential energy V of the lowest-lying minima of binary LJ38 for dopant size
parameters 0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05. Different dopant packing environments are indicated with different
colours on the graph, and the thickness of each curve is proportional to exp(Vstrain) at σAB = 1.00
for that minimum. σAB = 1.00 represents the homogeneous structure, where the energies of the
possible doped isomers of the same homogeneous minimum LJ(i)38 are the same.

higher Nnn are more destabilised by the presence of a dopant atom. Vstrain calculations

for the three fcc environments of LJ(1)38 are presented in Appendix B.

3.3.2 Local packing effects

The arrangement of atoms surrounding the dopant also affects the stability of a given

binary structure as a function of dopant size. The octahedral global minimum of the

homogeneous system LJ(1)38 features all its constituent atoms within fcc-type packing

environments. The other low-lying minima (namely LJ(2−5)38 ) are based on incom-

plete icosahedral geometries and offer dopant locations within either icosahedral or

Ino-dodecahedral packing environments with varying Nnn. An icosahedral packing

environment can be described by two staggered five-membered rings of neighbours

plus two additional neighbours on either side of the dopant on the axis orthogonal to

the (parallel) planes of the two rings. An Ino-dodecahedral environment is similar to

the icosahedral environment, except that the two five-membered rings are eclipsed as

opposed to staggered, creating a more loosely-packed structure.c

Each homogeneous structure among LJ(2−5)38 contains one dopant atom location

that features icosahedral packing, and these locations have complete (Nnn = 12,

cCompare Figures 3.6d and 3.6f.
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3.3. Potential energy analysis

(a) fcc(1) (Nnn = 12) (b) fcc(1) (Nnn = 9) (c) fcc(1) (Nnn = 6) 

(d) icos(2) (Nnn = 11) (e) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 12) (f) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 12) 

(g) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 8) (h) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 6) (i) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 6) 

(j) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 8) (k) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 6) (l) Ino-dd(2) (Nnn = 7) 

(m) icos(3) (Nnn = 12) (n) icos(4) (Nnn = 12) (o) icos(5) (Nnn = 12) 

Figure 3.6: The structures and environments of low-lying binary minima from LJ(1−5)
38 . The nearest

neighbours of the dopant are coloured blue and the dopant atom is coloured red. Superscripts (1)
through (5) indicate from which homogeneous minimum each binary structure is derived and ‘Ino-dd’
signifies an Ino-dodecahedral packing environment. All three unique structures of binary LJ(1)38 (a-c)
and all nine unique structures of binary LJ(2)38 (d-l) are shown, as well as the structure from each of
binary LJ(3−5)

38 that features icosahedral packing of the dopant atom (m-o).
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LJ(3−5)38 ) or nearly complete (Nnn = 11, LJ(2)38 ) neighbour shells. The remaining dopant

positions are located within Ino-dodecahedral packing environments with Nnn ∈ {6,
7, 8, 12}.d Dopants within icosahedral packing environments induce the highest Vstrain

(see Appendix B), so binary structures that feature icosahedral local packing of the

dopant atom are the most sensitive to changes in the dopant size and are generally sta-

bilised by the presence of a smaller dopant. This is the expected result, since the radial

distance inside an icosahedron is about 5% less than the nearest neighbour distance for

atoms on the surface, which feature Ino-dodecahedral packing environments.13 Struc-

tures with Ino-dodecahedral dopant packing environments are generally destabilised

by the incorporation of a dopant, although the presence of a larger dopant atom can

slightly stabilise structures with incomplete neighbour shells, i.e. Nnn ∈ {6, 7, 8}. An

illustration of how different dopant packing environments and strain energies affect

the potential energies of the binary structures for both larger and smaller dopants

is provided in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows the structures and environments of the

low-lying minima from LJ(1−5)38 .

3.4 Discussion

The exchange of a standard LJ38 atom for a dopant atom of a different size changes

the energies of the minima, which affect Tss. Larger dopant atoms prefer locations

on the cluster exterior, while smaller dopant atoms generally prefer interior locations.

Doping with a larger atom and with a smaller atom therefore involve different sets of

low-lying minima and are analysed separately.

3.4.1 Doping with one larger atom

Due to the number and arrangement of neighbours around the dopant atom, changes

in the heat capacity profile of LJ38 are induced by changing the size of the dopant in-

corporated into the system. When exchanging one standard atom for a larger dopant

atom, for small changes in dopant size (1.00 < σAB ≤ 1.05) the dopant prefers loca-

tions with a minimum number of neighbours in order to reduce Vstrain for the larger

dTwo dopant positions are located within six-neighbour environments wherein the packing cannot be
definitively described as either icosahedral or Ino-dodecahedral because only one five-member ring is present
(Figure 3.6h,i). Such environments will be classified as Ino-dodecahedral for succinctness.
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Figure 3.7: (a) The potential energy V of the lowest-lying minima of binary LJ38 for dopant radii
σAB > 1.00. The set of minima shown is representative as opposed to complete. Superscripts (1)
and (2) indicate from which homogeneous minimum each binary structure is derived. σAB = 1.00
represents the homogeneous structure, where the energies of the possible doped isomers of the same
homogeneous minimum LJ(i)38 are the same. (b) The heat capacity of binary LJ38 for incrementally
increasing values of σAB from 1.00 to 1.05. The solid-solid transition temperature shifts to the left
as σAB increases. The dotted lines range from kBT/ε = 0.120 (violet, σAB = 1.00) to 0.103 (red,
σAB = 1.05) and indicate kBTss/ε for a given σAB value according to Equation (2.12). The prominent
feature near kBT/ε ≈ 0.18 is the melting peak.

impurity. In the fcc funnel, the dopant atom prefers to be located on the edge of

the truncated octahedron (Nnn = 6) (Figure 3.6c). In the icosahedral funnel, the

lowest-energy structures feature the dopant within an incomplete Ino-dodecahedral

environment (Nnn ∈ {6, 7, 8}) (Figure 3.6g-l).

For the dopant size range investigated, one fcc structure is slightly stabilised as

the size of the dopant increases, but the rest are destabilised. The icosahedral struc-

tures featuring incomplete shell Ino-dodecahedral dopant packing environments are

stabilised to a greater extent, but the global minimum is unchanged (Figure 3.7a).

As the energy difference between the lowest-lying fcc and icosahedral structures de-

creases, Tss also decreases (see Equation 2.12). The incorporation of an increasingly

large dopant atom into LJ38 thereby offers a tunable decrease of the cluster solid-solid

transition temperature. The heat capacity curves resulting from incrementally larger

values of σAB are illustrated in Figure 3.7b.

3.4.2 Doping with one smaller atom

With small decreases in dopant size (0.95 ≤ σAB < 1.00), for structures in the fcc fun-

nel the dopant prefers the location with the fewest neighbours (Nnn = 6) (Figure 3.6c),

as for a larger dopant. In the icosahedral funnel, the dopant prefers icosahedral lo-
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Figure 3.8: (a) The potential energy V of the lowest-lying minima of binary LJ38 for dopant radii
σAB < 1.00. The set of minima shown is representative as opposed to complete. Superscripts (1)
through (5) indicate from which homogeneous minimum each binary structure is derived. σAB = 1.00
represents the homogeneous structure, where the energies of the possible doped isomers of the same
homogeneous minimum LJ(i)38 are the same. (b) The heat capacity of binary LJ38 for decreasing
values of σAB from 1.00 to 0.97. The solid-solid transition shoulder remains for σAB close to 1.00
but disappears for σAB ≤ 0.98. The dotted lines range from kBT/ε = 0.120 (violet, σAB = 1.00) to
0.025 (gold, σAB = 0.985) and indicate kBTss/ε for a given σAB value according to Equation (2.12).
The small feature near kBT/ε = 0 is a permutation-inversion isomerisation peak (see Section 3.4.3)
and the prominent feature near kBT/ε ≈ 0.18 is the melting peak.

cal packing environments, which have complete or nearly complete neighbour shells

(Nnn ∈ {11, 12}) (Figure 3.6d,m-o). For the dopant size range examined, the lowest

energy fcc structure is destabilised as σAB decreases, while the low-lying icosahedral

structures are significantly stabilised (Figure 3.8a). At σAB ≈ 0.984, an incomplete

icosahedral structure (binary LJ(3)38 ) becomes the global minimum of the system.

While the fcc structure remains the global minimum (0.984 < σAB ≤ 1.000), the

solid-solid transition temperature is shown to decrease (Figure 3.8b). Once the global

minimum becomes icosahedral (0.950 ≤ σAB . 0.984), a solid-solid transition does not

produce a significant heat capacity feature. Compared to the use of a larger dopant,

the incorporation of a smaller atom offers a shorter σAB range on which Tss can be

tuned. However, introducing a dopant atom with a sufficiently small size parameter

(σAB . 0.984) affords control over the LJ38 global minimum structure, which switches

from an fcc truncated octahedron to an incomplete icosahedron.

3.4.3 Low temperature permutation-inversion isomerisations

Upon the incorporation of a dopant atom with size parameter σAB 6= 1.00, a small

feature appears in the heat capacity at very low temperatures (kBT/ε . 0.005).
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Figure 3.9: (a) The heat capacity of binary LJ38 for increasing values of σAB from 1.00 to 1.03.
The small peak at low temperatures represents a transition between permutation-inversion isomers
of LJ(1)38 . The more prominent feature around kBT/ε ≈ 0.06 is the beginning of the solid-solid
transition between fcc and icosahedral morphologies (see Section 3.4.1). (b) The heat capacity of
binary LJ38 for decreasing values of σAB from 1.000 to 0.985. The leftmost peak at low temperatures
represents a transition between permutation-inversion isomers of LJ(1)38 . The permutation-inversion
isomerisation peak overlaps with the solid-solid transition peak from fcc to icosahedral morphologies
as σAB approaches 0.984 (see Section 3.4.2).

This peak is present for both larger and smaller dopants, and is visible in Figure 3.8b.

This small, low-temperature peak corresponds to permutation-inversion isomerisations

among the three different binary LJ(1)38 minima. A similar peak remains upon the

removal of any one permutation-inversion isomer of LJ(1)38 , but no peak appears at

kBT/ε . 0.005 upon the removal of any two isomers.e The low-temperature regions

of the heat capacity plots in Figures 3.7b and 3.8b are reproduced in Figure 3.9 with

curves for representative values of σAB. Permutation-inversion isomerisations of LJ

clusters have been noted for LJ7 101 and investigated for LJ13.95,99,100,106,121 To the

author’s knowledge this is the first report of permutation-inversion isomerisation in

the fcc funnel of LJ38.

3.4.4 Increasing the solid-solid transition temperature

Adjusting the size of a single dopant in LJ38 produces a tunable decrease of the solid-

solid transition temperature within the regions where the fcc morphology remains the

global minimum (0.98 . σAB ≤ 1.05). However, the incorporation of a dopant atom

with varying size has not been found to increase the solid-solid transition temperature

eAssigning different combinations of LJ(1)38 permutation-inversion isomers to solid states and solving Equa-
tion 2.12 for Tss did not consistently produce values in agreement with heat capacity features.
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Figure 3.10: (a) The solid-solid transition temperature of LJ38 as a function of the ‘stickiness’ of
the dopant atom εAB . The blue circles show the true results (left axis), and the green circles show
the results when the vibrational frequencies are set to a constant value (right axis). The plots are
superimposed for comparison. (b) The heat capacity of binary LJ38 for increasing values of εAB

from 1.00 to 1.30. The solid-solid transition temperature shifts to the right as εAB increases. The
dotted lines range from kBT/ε = 0.120 (violet, εAB = 1.00) to 0.131 (orange, εAB = 1.30) and
indicate kBTss/ε for a given εAB value according to Equation (2.12). The prominent feature near
kBT/ε ≈ 0.18 is the melting peak.

of LJ38. Preliminary results that show an increase in the LJ38 Tss are presented in

order to demonstrate the existence of this type of trend and suggest an avenue for

future analysis.

In this investigation, a standard atom in the LJ38 cluster is exchanged for a single

impurity (NA = 1) that differs only in its ‘stickiness’ (εAB is varied; εAA = εBB = 1;

σAA = σAB = σBB = 1). Increases in dopant ‘stickiness’ (εAB > 1.00) are shown

to increase the temperature of the LJ38 solid-solid transition from fcc to icosahedral.

Equation (2.12) was utilised to calculate Tss and heat capacity curves were generated

from minima databases analogous to those described in Section 3.2 (Figure 3.10). The

basin entropy controlled Tss values were also calculated (as described in Section 3.2.1)

and are superimposed with the true values in Figure 3.10a, which show that Tss is

more sensitive to increases in εAB when the vibrational frequencies are held constant.

3.4.5 Preliminary results with an even larger dopant

Incremental increases of the size of a dopant atom from 1.00 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05 offer a

tunable decrease of the LJ38 solid-solid transition temperature (recall Section 3.4.1).

A dopant atom with size parameter σAB > 1.05 is large enough to significantly perturb

the homogeneous minima geometries from which each binary minimum is derived, such
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Figure 3.11: (a) The solid-solid transition temperature of LJ38 as a function of the size of the
dopant atom σAB . (b) The heat capacity of binary LJ38 for increasing values of σAB from 1.00 to
1.30. The solid-solid transition shoulder shifts towards kBT/ε = 0 as σAB approaches 1.20. For
σAB > 1.20, e.g. σAB = 1.30 (bold, pink), a different solid-solid transition feature is observed.

that some low energy minima when σAB ≤ 1.05 are highly destabilised by the large

dopant and some higher energy minima when σAB ≤ 1.05 become stabilised. Thus

the binary minima enumerated in Figure 3.6 are no longer the lowest-lying minima

for binary systems with σAB > 1.05.

Calculations of Tss using Equation (2.12) and corresponding heat capacity curves

show that the doping of LJ38 with an atom exceeding size parameter σAB = 1.05

continues to yield a decrease in Tss until the transition disappears around σAB ≈ 1.20

(Figure 3.11). For σAB > 1.20, a new solid-solid feature appears. It appears that this

phenomenon does not involve fcc geometries, because these structures will be highly

destabilised for σAB � 1.00.

3.5 Summary

The incorporation of a dopant atom into LJ38 systematically shifts Tss within the

regime where an fcc to icosahedral solid-solid transition is observed (0.98 . σAB .

1.20). The shift is more sensitive for a smaller dopant and more gradual for a larger

dopant. Tuning the ‘stickiness’ parameter εAB and using a larger dopant (σAB � 1.20)

also produce interesting trends or features in the heat capacity, but are beyond the

scope of the current study.
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4 | LJ31

The LJ31 cluster is investigated in the context of the LJ38 analysis in Chapter 3.

Analogous Tss trends are reported for binary LJ31 systems (NA = 1, NB = 30) for

dopants with varied size and ‘stickiness’ parameters. The two-state approximation for

the numerical calculation of Tss (presented in Section 2.1.3) is shown to adequately

reproduce trends in the heat capacity for binary LJ31 when each state is comprised of

permutation-inversion isomers corresponding to only one homogeneous minimum.

4.1 The solid-solid transition

Like LJ38, the homogeneous LJ31 cluster also features a double-funnel energy land-

scape. The LJ31 global minimum is characterised by a 13-atom icosahedral core within

an 18-atom Mackay66 overlayer.54 LJ31 undergoes a solid-solid transition between the

global minimum and LJ(2)31 , which has the same icosahedral core but an anti-Mackay

overlayer (Figure 4.1).118 The solid-solid transition manifests as a sharp feature in the

heat capacity preceding the broader melting peak (Figure 4.2).

The temperature of the LJ31 solid-solid transition between the Mackay and anti-

Mackay minima can be approximated using Equation (2.12) where state α consists

of only one minimum i ≡ LJ(1)31 and state β ≡ j ≡ LJ(2)31 . This approximation gives

kBTss/ε = 0.027 and is in agreement with the temperature of the solid-solid transition

peak in Figure 4.2, which was generated from the 1000 lowest minima of LJ31 (recall

Section 2.2).
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4.1. The solid-solid transition
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Figure 4.1: A disconnectivity graph for representative minima of the homogeneous LJ31 cluster.118
A disconnectivity graph shows which minima are connected using pathways that lie below a series
of energy thresholds.118 The two lowest energy minima are shown, both of which have the same 13-
atom icosahedral core (cyan). The 18-atom overlayer (grey) is either Mackay (LJ(1)31 ) or anti-Mackay
(LJ(2)31 ).
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Figure 4.2: Constant volume heat capacity for homogeneous LJ31. The broad peak at kBT/ε ≈ 0.3
represents the melting transition and the sharp peak represents the solid-solid transition. The dotted
line at kBT/ε = 0.027 indicates Tss according to Equation (2.12) using the two lowest homogeneous
minima.
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4.2. Dopant effects on the solid-solid transition
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Figure 4.3: The solid-solid transition temperature of LJ31 as a function of the dopant size parameter
σAB . The red and blue curve shows the true results, and the yellow and green curve shows the results
when the vibrational frequencies are set to a constant value. For σAB < 1.00 (yellow and red), the
lowest-lying structures feature the dopant atom on the interior of the cluster. For σAB > 1.00 (green
and blue), the lowest-lying structures feature the dopant atom on the exterior of the cluster.

4.2 Dopant effects on the solid-solid transition

The exchange of a standard atom in the LJ31 cluster for a single impurity that differs

only in its relative size (NA = 1, NB = 30; σAB is varied; σAA = σBB = 1; εAA =

εAB = εBB = 1) is found to decrease Tss for both larger and smaller impurities. As

in Chapter 3, only small changes in dopant size are analysed (0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05).

Tss was calculated for the binary clusters as described in Section 4.1 for homogeneous

LJ31, where state α consists of the 20 permutation-inversion isomers of LJ(1)31 and state

β consists of the 19 permutation-inversion isomers of LJ(2)31 .

The incorporation of a dopant atom into LJ31 results in trends similar to those

observed in LJ38 (Chapter 3). Binary systems with both larger and smaller dopant

atoms exhibit a decrease in Tss as the discrepancy of the dopant size parameter from

1.00 increases (Figure 4.3). When the global minimum switches to LJ(2)31 (σAB . 0.96),

there is no apparent solid-solid transition between structurally distinct minima.
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4.3. Discussion

4.2.1 Vibrational entropy contribution

Potential energy, basin entropy (encoded by vibrational frequencies), and landscape

entropy (encoded by point group orders) contribute to the free energy of a given

minimum, and free energy relationships determine thermodynamic properties (recall

Sections 2.1.3 and 3.2.1). For LJ38, vibrational frequency parameters did not affect the

trends observed in Tss between fcc and icosahedral morphologies, so potential energy

analyses could be extended to interpret free energy phenomena (see Figure 3.3 and

Section 3.3). To assess the effect of basin entropy on Tss trends in LJ31, all values

of Tss were recalculated by replacing the true values of the vibrational frequencies in

Equation (2.8) with a nonzero constant. The point group order oi was retained.

The original and basin entropy controlled results are presented in Figure 4.3, which

shows that the influence of the vibrational contribution is substantial. The removal

of the basin entropy component from analysis results in a curve with a large offset

that is more sensitive to changes in σAB. The offset is positive because the minima

featuring an anti-Mackay overlayer have softer frequency modes than minima featuring

a Mackay overlayer, which favours the transition to an anti-Mackay morphology via

basin entropy.

4.3 Discussion

Doping LJ31 with an atom of a different size decreases Tss between structures with

different overlayers. Larger dopants prefer locations on the cluster exterior and smaller

dopants prefer interior locations, which is consistent with dopant behaviour for LJ38

(see Section 3.4). Quantitative Tss analyses are performed using permutation-inversion

isomers of only the two lowest LJ31 minima (see Section 4.2), and heat capacity curves

were produced from the permutation-inversion isomers of the 1000 lowest homogeneous

LJ31 minima with one dopant atom (recall Section 2.2).

The incorporation of a larger dopant atom (1.00 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05) into LJ31 pro-

duces a decrease in Tss as σAB increases. This decrease is consistent with trends in

the potential energy of the lowest-lying binary minima (Figure 4.4a), which show a

decrease in the energy difference between the lowest-lying LJ(1)31 and LJ(2)31 structures as
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4.3. Discussion

σAB increases. The heat capacity curves resulting from incrementally larger values of

σAB are illustrated in Figure 4.4b. Doping with a smaller atom (0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.00)

also produces a decrease in Tss as σAB decreases until the global minimum switches

to LJ(2)31 (σAB . 0.96) (see Figure 4.5a). For σAB . 0.96, the heat capacity curve

does not exhibit the sharp feature corresponding to the solid-solid transition between

structures with Mackay and anti-Mackay overlayers (Figure 4.5b).

4.3.1 Permutation-inversion isomerisations

The heat capacity curves of doped LJ31 systems exhibit features that do not appear in

the heat capacity of homogeneous LJ31 (see Figure 4.2). The very low temperatures of

some of these transitions and their absence in the heat capacity of the homogeneous

system indicate that they may correspond to permutation-inversion isomerisations.

Unlike the isomerisation peaks identified in Section 3.4.3 for LJ38, the binary system

peaks in the LJ31 heat capacity are observed at temperatures both higher and lower

than the solid-solid transition between geometrically distinct morphologies. The bi-

nary system features at low temperatures are presented in Figure 4.6, and features at

T > Tss(Mackay→ anti-Mackay) are apparent in Figures 4.4b and 4.5b to the right of

the more prominent transition between Mackay and anti-Mackay minima. Tss for the

Mackay → anti-Mackay transition and for the isomerisation features in Figures 4.4b,

4.5b, and 4.6 are presented in Figure 4.7 as functions of σAB. Tss was taken as the

temperature at the local maximum of the relevant feature in the heat capacity, and

Equation (2.12) was not used.

4.3.2 Increasing the solid-solid transition temperature

The incorporation of a differently sized dopant atom into LJ31 has been shown to de-

crease the temperature of the solid-solid transition from a Mackay to an anti-Mackay

minimum, but changes in σAB of the dopant have not been found to increase Tss.

Similar results were discussed for LJ38, and an increase in Tss(fcc→ icos) was demon-

strated for LJ38 by increasing the ‘stickiness’ parameter of the dopant atom and hold-

ing the size parameter constant at σAB = 1.00 (see Section 3.4.4). Increasing εAB at

σAB = 1.00 for doped binary LJ31 produces analogous results and is shown to increase

Tss(Mackay → anti-Mackay) (Figure 4.8). Tss was calculated using Equation (2.12)
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Figure 4.4: (a) The potential energy V of the lowest-lying minima of binary LJ31 for dopant radii
σAB > 1.00. The set of minima shown is representative as opposed to complete. Different coloured
curves indicate from which homogeneous minimum each binary structure is derived, and curves of
the same colour intersect at σAB = 1.00, which represents the homogeneous structure. (b) The
heat capacity of binary LJ31 for incrementally increasing values of σAB from 1.00 to 1.04. The
solid-solid transition temperature shifts to the left as σAB increases. The dotted lines range from
kBT/ε = 0.027 (violet, σAB = 1.00) to 0.015 (gold, σAB = 1.03) and indicate kBTss/ε for a given
σAB value according to Equation (2.12) using all permutation-inversion isomers of the two lowest
homogeneous minima. For σAB > 1.03, Equation (2.12) does not provide a meaningful Tss value
using only the two lowest homogeneous minima. The less prominent features on either side of the
sharp peaks may represent permutation-inversion isomerisations.
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Figure 4.5: (a) The potential energy V of the lowest-lying minima of binary LJ31 for dopant radii
σAB < 1.00. The set of minima shown is representative as opposed to complete. Different coloured
curves indicate from which homogeneous minimum each binary structure is derived, and curves of
the same colour intersect at σAB = 1.00, which represents the homogeneous structure. (b) The heat
capacity of binary LJ31 for incrementally decreasing values of σAB from 1.00 to 0.95. The solid-solid
transition temperature shifts to the left as σAB decreases but disappears for σAB < 0.97. The dotted
lines range from kBT/ε = 0.027 (violet, σAB = 1.00) to 0.008 (gold, σAB = 0.97) and indicate
kBTss/ε for a given σAB value according to Equation (2.12) using all permutation-inversion isomers
of the two lowest homogeneous minima. The broader feature near 0.04 . kBT/ε . 0.06 may be a
permutation-inversion isomerisation peak.
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Figure 4.6: (a) The heat capacity of binary LJ31 for increasing values of σAB from 1.001 to 1.005.
The small peak at low temperatures may represent a permutation-inversion isomerisation. The more
prominent feature around kBT/ε ≈ 0.03 is the beginning of the solid-solid transition between Mackay
and anti-Mackay morphologies (see Section 4.3). (b) The heat capacity of binary LJ31 for decreasing
values of σAB from 1.000 to 0.998. The small peak at low temperatures may represent a permutation-
inversion isomerisation. The more prominent feature around kBT/ε ≈ 0.03 is the beginning of the
solid-solid transition between Mackay and anti-Mackay morphologies (see Section 4.3).
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Figure 4.7: The structural and permutation-inversion isomerisation transition temperatures of
LJ31 as functions of the dopant size parameter σAB . The red and blue circles represent the struc-
tural transition from Mackay to anti-Mackay morphologies, and the orange and violet circles rep-
resent transitions that appear only in the binary heat capacity curves, which probably correspond
to permutation-inversion isomerisations. The isomerisation circles are coloured to suggest that the
isomerisation features on either side of the Mackay→ anti-Mackay transition represent the same phe-
nomenon. The circles are coloured differently for σAB > 1.00 and σAB < 1.00 to indicate different
processes for systems with dopant atoms of different relative sizes.
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Figure 4.8: (a) The solid-solid transition temperature of LJ31 as a function of the dopant ‘stick-
iness’ parameter εAB . The blue circles show the numerical solutions of Equation (2.12) using all
permutation-inversion isomers of the two lowest homogeneous minima, and teal circles indicate the
local maxima of the solid-solid features in the heat capacity. (b) The heat capacity of binary LJ31
for increasing values of εAB from 1.0 to 1.5. The solid-solid transition temperature shifts to the right
as εAB increases.

with the same α and β as in Section 4.2. In Figure 4.8a, this numerical result is

compared with the kBT/ε values at the local maximum of the solid-solid feature in

the heat capacity. The numerical approximation using only LJ(1−2)31 produces the same

trend observed in the heat capacity, but the accuracy of the approximation decreases

systematically as εAB increases.

4.3.3 Approximations of Tss using biminima

A biminimum structure represents a local minimum in both coordinate and permuta-

tion space.122 In the context of a doped LJ system, the set of permutation-inversion iso-

mers corresponding to a given homogeneous minimum contains one biminimum, which

is the lowest energy isomer. In Section 4.2, Tss for the Mackay → anti-Mackay transi-

tion of binary LJ31 was approximated using Equation (2.12) where the 20 permutation-

inversion isomers of LJ(1)31 comprised state α and the 19 permutation-inversion isomers

of LJ(2)31 comprised state β. This analysis was repeated using only the biminima of

LJ(1)31 and LJ(2)31 to represent the solid states α and β of the system, respectively. The

results show that the use of a single biminimum to represent each solid state repro-

duces the Tss trend observed when including all corresponding permutation-inversion

isomers (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: The solid-solid transition temperature of LJ31 as a function of the dopant size parameter
σAB . The red and blue circles show the results using all permutation-inversion isomers of LJ(1−2)

31 ,
and the pink and light blue stars show the results using only the biminima of LJ(1−2)

31 . The circles
and stars are coloured differently for σAB > 1.00 and σAB < 1.00 to indicate different processes for
systems with dopant atoms of different relative sizes.

4.4 Summary

Incorporating a dopant atom into LJ31 decreases the temperature of the solid-solid

transition from LJ(1)31 (Mackay overlayer) to LJ(2)31 (anti-Mackay overlayer) for small

changes in dopant size (0.96 . σAB . 1.04). An increase in Tss(Mackay → anti-

Mackay) can be achieved by increasing the ‘stickiness’ parameter of the dopant atom

(εAB > 1.00). Tss(Mackay → anti-Mackay) can be approximated by assigning the

permutation-inversion isomers of LJ(1)31 and LJ(2)31 to comprise states α and β, respec-

tively. The trend in Tss is reproduced by an even simpler approximation in which each

solid state is represented only by the relevant biminimum, i.e. α ≡ i ≡ bimin{LJ(1)31 }

and β ≡ j ≡ bimin{LJ(2)31 }.

For both LJ38 (see Chapter 3) and LJ31, Tss has been determined numerically by

partitioning minima into two solid states and solving for the temperature at which the

free energies of those states intersect (see Section 2.1.3). For the fcc→ icos transition

of LJ38 and the Mackay → anti-Mackay transition of LJ31, numerical solutions for Tss

agree with features in the heat capacity. The numerical method relies on the choice

of lumping criteria, and the results it produces are contextualised by that choice. For

the analysis of LJ38 in Chapter 3, choosing only the global minimum to define state
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α and allocating all other minima to state β produced satisfactory agreement with

heat capacity features. For LJ31, the use of only LJ(1−2)31 offered a straightforward

lumping criterion and yielded agreement with the heat capacity, but determining how

to allocate LJ(i)31 , i ≥ 3 is not trivial. It is also not straightforward to choose lumping

criteria for minima involved in permutation-inversion isomerisations (see Sections 3.4.3

and 4.3.1). An exhaustive search of partitioning options for the three permutation-

inversion isomers of LJ(1)38 did not produce Tss values that consistently agreed with

features observed in the heat capacity, which indicates a limitation of the two-state

approximation.
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5 | Conclusions

This thesis describes the solid-solid transitions exhibited by doped LJ38 and LJ31 sys-

tems and elucidates the competing potential energy effects that contribute to free

energy behaviour. The sensitivity of these transitions to the size and ‘stickiness’

parameters of a single dopant atom enables tuning of the solid-solid transition tem-

perature within the regime where the homogeneous global minimum is maintained.

Furthermore, choosing a dopant atom outside of this regime changes the system global

minimum, which offers a route for selecting the most stable geometric motif of a binary

system. Changes in Tss as a function of dopant size or ‘stickiness’ were calculated using

a two-state approximation, which produced results in agreement with corresponding

heat capacity signatures. It was demonstrated that the fidelity of the two-state ap-

proximation to trends in heat capacity features can be maintained when a single

biminimum is chosen to represent each solid state.

The binary LJ potential was chosen to examine solid-solid transitions in order to

provide a basis for future work using higher levels of theory or physical systems. The

identification of regimes in which the presence of a dopant atom does not change the

global minimum morphology can inform studies where the benefits of multicompo-

nent nanoclusters, such as resistance to catalyst deactivation,3,4 are desired without

the structural changes that frequently accompany doping.19 In summary, this thesis

provides an account of solid-solid transitions in LJ clusters, and is intended to serve

as a theoretical foundation for the programming of solid-solid transition behaviour in

nanoalloys.
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A | The harmonic approximation

A complete derivation of the harmonic approximation is presented. The harmonic

approximation is a component of the HSA as described in Section 2.1. The HSA

is utilised to extract thermodynamic observables (see Section 2.1.3) from a database

of local minima. Consider a single minimum on the PES. The classical harmonic

Hamiltonian for a system containing N particles in normal mode coordinates Qα at

this minimum is given by Equation (A.1). This minimum has potential energy V and

3N − 6 = κ vibrational degrees of freedom, and ω is the angular frequency associated

with each normal mode α:

H = V +
1

2

κ∑
α=1

(
Q̇2
α + ω2

αQ
2
α

)
. (A.1)

The first term of the summation in Equation (A.1) (Q̇2
α) refers to the momentum

associated with each particle in the system, and the second term (ω2
αQ

2
α) refers to the

configurational energy of the system. The configurational partition function for the

basin of the relevant minimum in normal mode coordinates is given by

Zc(β) =
1∏N

α=1M
3/2
α

∫ ∫
· · ·

∞∫
−∞

e−βHc(Qα) dQ1 dQ2 · · · dQκ, (A.2)

where β is defined as 1/kBT , Hc(Qα) = V + 1
2

∑κ
α=1 ω

2
αQ

2
α is the configurational part of

the Hamiltonian, and the term preceding the integral is the Jacobian factor produced

by the change of variables to normal mode coordinates. This factor requires atomic

masses, which are assumed to be identical for all LJ atoms. The harmonic oscillator

at each coordinate Qα is considered to be independent of the oscillators at all other

coordinates, so Equation (A.2) can be rewritten where the multiple integral is replaced

with the product of definite integrals:
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Zc(β) =
e−βV∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

κ∏
α=1

∞∫
−∞

e−
β
2
ω2
αQ

2
α dQα. (A.3)

Since
∫∞
−∞ exp(−βω2

αQ
2
α/2) dQα =

»
2π/βω2

α, Equation (A.3) can be further re-

duced to

Zc(β) =
e−βV β−κ/2

(2π)κ/2
∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

κ∏
α=1

2π

ωα
, (A.4)

where να = ωα/2π is the vibrational frequency of mode α. For geometric mean

vibrational frequency ν, note that νκ =
∏κ
α=1 να. Equation (A.4) can thus be written

as Equation (A.5), where the configurational partition function Zc of a single basin is

expressed using the harmonic approximation:

Zc(β) =
e−βV β−κ/2

(2π)κ/2νκ
∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

. (A.5)

The partition function for the momentum part of the Hamiltonian can be derived in

an analogous fashion using Jacobian factor ∏N
α=1M

3/2
α and differentiating with respect

to Q̇α, which gives:

Zm(β) =
(2π)κ/2

∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

βκ/2
. (A.6)

The partition function is related to the density of states of the system by the

Laplace transform

Z(β) = L{Ω(E)} =

∞∫
0

Ω(E)e−βE dE, (A.7)

so in order to obtain the density of states from the partition functions in Equa-

tions (A.5) and (A.6) the inverse Laplace transform can be applied to Zc and Zm.

Furthermore, applying the first integration theorem of the Laplace transformation to

the partition function gives the relation:123

Zc(β)

β
= L


E∫
0

Ωc(ε) dε

 . (A.8)

Since the integral to which the Laplace transform is applied is equal to the volume
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Gc(E), the inverse Laplace transform can be performed on both Zc and Zc/β to give

the configurational density of states and the phase space volume, respectively:

Ωc(E) = L−1{Zc(β)} =
(Ec − V )κ/2−1Θ[E − V ]

(2π)κ/2Γ(κ/2)νκ
∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

, (A.9a)

Gc(E) = L−1
{
Zc(β)

β

}
=

(Ec − V )κ/2Θ[E − V ]

(2π)κ/2Γ(κ/2 + 1)νκ
∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

, (A.9b)

where the Heaviside step function Θ[x] = 1
2
(1 + sgn(x)) is included because Ωc and

Gc vanish unless E > V .

An analogous procedure can be performed for the momentum partition function to

yield Equations (A.10a) and (A.10b), which represent the density of states and phase

space volume associated with the momentum, respectively:

Ωm(E) = L−1{Zm(β)} =
(2π)κ/2Eκ/2−1

m

∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

Γ(κ/2)
, (A.10a)

Gm(E) = L−1
{
Zm(β)

β

}
=

(2π)κ/2Eκ/2
m

∏N
α=1M

3/2
α

Γ(κ/2 + 1)
. (A.10b)

The total density of states Ω is obtained by the inverse Laplace transform of the

product of the two partition functions Zc and Zm. Applying the convolution theorem

for the Laplace transform gives

L−1{ZcZm} = Ω(E) =

E∫
V

Ωc(Ec)Ωm(E − Ec) dEc, (A.11)

which can be solved to yield the density of states Ω and subsequently integrated to

produce its antiderivative, the phase space volume G:a

Ω(E) =
(E − V )κ−1Θ[E − V ]

Γ(κ)νκ
, (A.12a)

G(E) =
(E − V )κΘ[E − V ]

Γ(κ+ 1)νκ
. (A.12b)

Equation (A.12a) can be adapted to describe the density of states for the entire system

as the sum of contributions from each individual, geometrically distinct basin for all

aThough the Jacobian factors containing atomic mass information cancel in the product in Equa-
tion (A.11), they have influenced the vibrational frequencies that remain in Ωc and Ωm.
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minima with potential energy Va < E,

Ω(E) =
∑
Va<E

na(E − Va)κ−1
Γ(κ)(hνa)κ

, (A.13)

where na is incorporated to account for permutation-inversion isomers (see Section 2.1.1),

h is Planck’s constant, and 1/hκ is included to maintain agreement with the classical

limit of quantum statistical mechanics.109

Finally, the corresponding partition function for the canonical ensemble can be

calculated from the Laplace transform of Ω (see Equation (A.7)):

Z(β) =
∑
a

nae
−βVa

(βhνa)κ
. (A.14)
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B | Strain energy

The presence of a larger or smaller dopant atom in an LJ cluster causes the dopant

nearest neighbour distances to deviate from the equilibrium pair distances. This

deviation results in a local energetic penalty Vstrain for the structure,119,120 which is

defined as

Vstrain = Vnn + εNnn. (B.1)

For a single impurity LJ system, ε = εAB and Vnn is given by

Vnn = 4
∑

neighbours
of A

εAB

ñÅσAB
r

ã12
−
ÅσAB
r

ã6ô
, (B.2)

where r is the distance between the dopant atom A and neighbouring atom B, and

σAB and εAB are parameters of the binary LJ potential (see Equation (1.3)).

Vnn, and therefore Vstrain, depends on the size parameter of the dopant atom. For

the three permutation-inversion isomers of binary LJ(1)38 , Vstrain is calculated using

Equation (B.1) for values of σAB between 0.95 and 1.05. All three isomers have

fcc packing environments and differ only in the number of neighbours around the

dopant Nnn. Vstrain values are shown to be more sensitive to fcc structures with higher

Nnn (Figure B.1). The relative shapes of the strain energy curves resemble those

corresponding to the potential energies of the same structures (see Figure 3.4).

The sensitivity of Vstrain to changes in σAB also depends on the local packing en-

vironment of the dopant atom. The low-lying minima of binary LJ38 feature dopant

atoms within fcc, icosahedral, and Ino-dodecahedral packing environments with vari-

ous Nnn (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Equation (B.1) was used to calculate Vstrain for

the low-lying binary minima of LJ38 (see Figure 3.6) for values of σAB between 0.95
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Figure B.1: Strain energy Vstrain induced by a dopant atom for the three permutation-inversion
isomers of LJ(1)38 for dopant size parameters 0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05. σAB = 1.00 represents the homoge-
neous structure, where the only distinction between the dopant atom and its neighbours is the atom
type label. The relative shapes of the curves resemble the corresponding potential energy curves
presented in Figure 3.4.

and 1.05. For all dopant packing environments, binary minima with small dopants

(σAB ≈ 0.95) exhibit low Vstrain. In general, Vstrain increases with increasing σAB,

with the exception of minima containing the dopant atom within an incomplete Ino-

dodecahedral neighbour environment (Nnn ∈ {6, 7, 8}), where Vstrain is not significantly
affected by changes in σAB. Figure B.2 shows the strain energies of representative low-

lying minima of binary LJ38 as a function of σAB. The relative shapes of the strain

energy curves resemble those corresponding to the potential energies of the same

structures (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure B.2: Strain energy Vstrain of representative low-lying binary LJ38 minima for dopant size
parameters 0.95 ≤ σAB ≤ 1.05. Different dopant packing environments are indicated with different
colours on the graph. σAB = 1.00 represents the homogeneous structure, where the only distinction
between the dopant atom and its neighbours is the atom type label. The relative shapes of the curves
resemble the corresponding potential energy curves presented in Figure 3.5. The Vstrain values used
to calculate curve thicknesses for Figure 3.5 are evaluated at σAB = 1.00.
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